Let SF denote a family of functions and let (R denote the radius of the greatest circle with center at zo in which each function is holomorphic and the family is normal. We shall call öl the radius of regularity of ï at zo. Mandelbrojt has stated recently the following formula for computing (R in the case where £F is subuniformly bounded in \z-z0\ <(R (i.e. uniformly bounded on each compact subset of |z-Zo| <<R).
, 1
lim sup sup a"{f) 1/n = -> n-« /£i (R where/(z) = 2n=o an(f)(z-z0)n.
It may be observed that the formula is in form the same as the Hadamard formula for the radius of convergence of a Taylor series. From the definition of (R, however, one must consider here the presence of irregular points of a family of functions as well as singular points of a function. In two notes [4] Mandelbrojt presented a composition theorem in which irregular points play a part analogous to that of the singular points in the composition theorem of Hadamard [3] . Montel [6] calls an irregular point of a family a collective singular point. The theorem presented in this paper demonstrates further the analogy between singular point and collective singular point.
D will be called a domain of regularity of ÍF if each function is holomorphic and the family is normal in D. A point z' on the boundary of D will be called a regular point of í if there is a neighborhood \z-z'\ <p such that the union of the neighborhood and D is a domain of regularity. Otherwise z' will be called a singular point of i. The theorem is a generalization of the gap theorem of Hadamard [2] . The method of proof is due to Faber [l] and Mordell [5] . Now |«/| ¿1, w^i implies \z\ <1 so that (R(g)^l and each point of I w\ = 1 is a regular point of g except perhaps w = 1. It will be shown that (R(g) = 1 implying w = \ is a singular point of 9 and hence 2 = 1 is a singular point of S. The family of functions E"-o an(f)ein6zn also satisfies the hypothesis so that z = e® is a singular point of S.
It will be sufficient to show that (R(g) ^ 1. The inequality of the --= lim sup sup bm(g) \llm ^ 1 (R(9) «-»eg which was to be proved.
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